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eigenfrequencies of the rotating plasma kink modes have
been experimentally observed and can be computationallyThe non-self-adjoint Frieman–Rotenberg equation for the linear

ideal magnetohydrodynamic modes in flow equilibria is numerically verified. Despite this, many existing numerical equilibrium
solved in shaped finite-aspect ratio axisymmetric tokamak geome- and stability codes employ full geometric features but still
try. A quadratic form is derived from this equation, and, in particular, do not consider plasma rotation. As a result, various linearthe self-adjoint force operator with finite toroidal rotation is cast

instability estimates used in the internal and external kinkinto a manifestly self-adjoint form. The toroidal rotational velocities
in the subsonic regime are considered. The quadratic form is discre- calculations are approximate.
tized by a mixed finite-element procedure in the radial direction and The situation with respect to the study of rotating plasma
by Fourier modes in the periodic directions. The mode frequency of instabilities is changing, albeit slowly. Several linear rota-
the unstable mode is located by root searching, and the final root

tional instability calculations have been published recentlyrefinement is obtained by a rapid inverse iteration procedure for
in the astrophysical literature, as well as in the tokamakcomplex roots. The real part of the n 5 1 internal kink mode scales

linearly with the plasma rotation, and the imaginary part of the literature. Also, some results for the local stability of the
unstable mode is at least an order of magnitude higher in the pres- rotating plasmas have been derived [3–4]. An analytical
ence of high plasma rotation velocities. The kink mode is also found study of the ideal MHD, CGL, and Grad’s GCP [5] equilib-to be unstable at high rotation velocities, even when the axis safety

ria with flows has been performed using a large aspect-factor is above unity. The instability characterized by these features
is termed here as the ‘‘centrifugal’’ instability. The centrifugal kink ratio approximation. These results pertain mainly to high
instability would have finite real parts, as shown by the plasma speed regimes. Also, considerable work has been done on
rotation observed in plasma devices such as tokamaks. To explain the Kelvin–Helmholtz (KH) instability for specific equilib-
the features of this mode, the plasma rotation should be taken into

rium configurations. This instability is intensified at Alfvenaccount. Therein lies the usefulness of the computational analysis
velocities. The KH instability of velocity shear layers haspresented here. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.

been investigated to study the interaction of the solar wind
with the planet magnetospheres [6–8].

INTRODUCTION Another class of astrophysical phenomena that involves
plasma flows, and for which the knowledge of instability

The problem of the stability of flowing plasmas has at- properties is desired, involves collimated jets. The stability
tracted considerable attention recently, especially in labo- of different cylindrical configurations, both in azimuthal
ratory plasma physics. The analysis of Kelvin–Helmholtz and longitudinal fields, has been investigated. But these
instabilities, using a primitive variable formulation, is well analyses assume a step function in the equilibrium profile,
established in space physics and astrophysics. The stability either in the magnetic field or in the velocity profile. The
of the static tokamak plasma equilibria has been under-

effect of increasingly smooth velocity profiles in the casestood well since the work of Bernstein et al. [1]. However,
of planar flow has been investigated recently [9], and theour understanding of the MHD (magnetohydrodynamic)
importance of smooth profiles for revealing the realisticstability of the rotating tokamak plasma equilibria is rather
characteristics of the instability has been greatly empha-incomplete, because the linear instability equations for the
sized. The KH instability has been analyzed for equilibriarotating plasma are not self-adjoint and the powerful tools
with the velocity parallel to the magnetic field in the caseavailable for the self-adjoint equations cannot be utilized
of rigidly rotating plasma and in the case of helical flowto derive analytical results.
[10–11]. In addition, a helical configuration with an axialIn fact, the laboratory plasmas found in tokamaks often
flow has been investigated for a single wave number [5].experience significant toroidal velocities, especially during
A model of extragalactic jet equilibrium with continuousneutral beam injection [2]. The flows involved are domi-
profiles has been investigated for instability in cylindricalnantly toroidal and typically lie in the low end of the sub-
geometry [12–14]. A summary of research on extragalacticsonic regime. Several new kinds of plasma instabilities can

be destabilized at high flow velocities. For example, the jet instabilities is also available [14]. The stability of differ-
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ent cylindrical configurations in the presence of confining formed. Also, the instability equations for stationary
plasma equilibria have been derived [23] using the criticalmagnetic field and longitudinal flow has been investigated

in the context of astrophysical applications [15–17]. The point properties of the Lyapunov functional for one fluid
nondissipative MHD.effect of flows on the resistive tearing modes has been

investigated as well, but the problem does not represent The Frieman–Rotenberg-type perturbed Lagrangian
equation is derived in the following using an axiomaticideal MHD.

The problem of rotating plasma equilibria in magnetic approach. This approach is thought to be more transparent
than the original derivation by Frieman and Rotenbergconfinement fusion has attracted increasing attention in

recent years, owing to the significant toroidal plasma veloc- [18].
The perturbed flow is described by specifying, at eachity induced by beam injection into a tenuous plasma pre-

vailing in the experimental tokamaks. Nevertheless, the instant, the displacement j(x, t) which an element of
the fluid in the perturbed flow experiences relative toinfluence of rotation on kink modes, as well as the microin-

stability modes in the magnetic confinement devices, has its dynamic location in the unperturbed flow x(t). The
displacement j(x, t) is assumed to be small and only first-never been precisely estimated. Thus we have undertaken

a computational study of the rotating internal kinks in order perturbations in the MHD equation are retained.
Details of the procedures outlined here can also berealistic toroidal geometries.

In this paper, internal kinks in the presence of toroidal found in the literature [18–19, 24–28]. Now consider the
value of an attribute Q of a perturbed fluid elementflow in axisymmetric tokamak geometry are analyzed

using a Lagrangian perturbation formalism, first devel- located at x 1 j(x, t) at time t. The Lagrangian change
caused by the perturbaton in Q is formally denotedoped by Frieman and Rotenberg [18] for scalar pressure

equilibria. A suite of codes has been developed to by DQ:
calculate flow equilibria and their instability characteris-
tics. The equilibrium is solved using the FLOE (flow DQ 5 Q(x 1 j(x, t), t) > Q0(x, t). (1)
equilibrium) code in a generalized polar coordinate sys-
tem using a multigrid method. Subsequently the results The change in Q perceived by an observer at the same
are mapped onto a flux coordinate system. The equilib- location x(t) in the stationary flow is an Eulerian change
rium results are written out to serve as input to the and is denoted by dQ:
instability analysis. In the PINK (plasma internal kink)
code used for the instability analysis, the perturbation dQ 5 Q(x, t) 2 Q0(x, t). (2)
amplitudes are written in a tensor product formalism,
using Fourier modes in the periodic direction and mixed

By Taylor expanding Q(x 1 j, t) to first order, we findfinite-elements in the radial direction. The resulting set
thatof equations is solved numerically for the eigenfrequency

and eigenvector of the most unstable internal kink mode.
The eigenfrequency is approximately located in the com- DQ 5 dQ 1 jj

Q
xj

. (3)
plex plane by a visual search of the determinant data.
Then the eigenfrequency is refined by inverse iteration
and is verified by solving a quadratic equation. Since this relation is valid for any scalar attribute, the

following equality is obtained when the operator is applied
to scalar variables:LAGRANGIAN PERTURBATION EQUATIONS

The perturbation equations are derived via a Lagrangian
D 5 d 1 j j



xj
5 d 1 j ? =. (4)formalism. The discretized numerical eigenvalue problem

resulting from this formalism is compact, since only three
vectors need to be discretized, reducing the dimension of The Lagrangian change in fluid velocity is given by
the discretized system.

A Lagrangian perturbation theory for analyzing the sta-
tionary states of the stars has long been the subject of Dv 5

dj

dt
, (5)

interest in astrophysics and geophysics [19–21]. However,
this procedure has not been widely used to study the kink

while the observation of mass of a Lagrangian element ofstability of the axisymmetric rotating plasma equilibria.
the perturbed flow is given byNevertheless, certain approximate estimates of the pinch

plasma instability [22] have been derived using circle theo-
rems, and some large aspect-ratio analyses have been per- Dr 5 2r= ? j. (6)
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The corresponding Eulerian perturbations are useful in B(x 1 j)
r(x 1 j)

2
B(x)
r(x)

5 E B(x)
r(x)

? = Fdt
dj

dtG. (16)the derivation of the perturbation equation. Thus,

dr 5 2= ? (rj), (7) Hence,

dv 5
j

t
1 v ? =j 2 j ? =v. (8) B(x 1 j) 5 B(x) 2 B = ? j 1 B ? =j, (17)

to first order in j.The Lagrangian perturbation of the magnetic field is
The perturbed Lagrangian momentum equation is de-derived using a subtle property of the magnetic field in

rived by applying the D operator to the momentum equa-ideal MHD [29]. Two conditions for the ideal MHD,
tion divided by the density r and multiplying the result bynamely,
r. The resulting equation is

E 1 v 3 B 5 0, (9)

r D Hdv
dt

5 2
1
r

=p 1
1
r

[= 3 B] 3 BJ. (18)= 3 E 5 2
B
t

, (10)

Since D and d/dt commute to first order in j, the substantiallead to
derivative in Eq. (18) transforms as

B
t

5 = 3 (v 3 B). (11)
r

d Dv
dt

5 r
d
dt

dj

dt
5 r

d
dt

(jt 1 v ? =j)
(19)

From this and the continuity equation, it can be shown 5 r(jtt 1 2v ? =jt 1 (v ? =)2j).
that

The Lagrangian perturbations of the pressure and the
J 3 B terms are derived using the identity (4) connectingd

dt SB
r
D5

B
r

? =v. (12)
D and d. The resulting form is

This formula can be interpreted as follows. The relative
DF1

r
(2=p 1 (= 3 B) 3 B)G5 dF1

r
(2=p 1 (= 3 B) 3 B)Gdistance between two points can vary as

1 j ? =F1
r

(2=p 1 (= 3 B) 3 B)G.d
dt

(x2 2 x1) 5 (x2 2 x1) ? =v, (13)
(20)

An intermediate form of the perturbed momentum equa-and relative changes in B/r obey the same type of variation
as in Eq. (13). If two points are on the same field line and tion can be found by combining Eqs. (19)–(20). It is writ-

ten aslie close together, after an infinitesimal change in time,
they still lie on the same field line, while the vector B/r
varies proportionately to their distance. Since the mass of

r F2j

t2 1 2rv ? =jt 1 r(v ? =)2jGthe fluid is conserved, volume changes must obey the re-
lation

5 1
Dr

r
=p 1

1
r

d(=p) 2
1
r

j ? =(=p) 2
Dr

r
(= 3 B) 3 B

r(x 1 j)J(x 1 j, x) 5 r(x). (14)

1
1
r

[(= 3 dB) 3 B) 1 (= 3 B) 3 dB]
(21)

Note that the Jacobian of this volume change is

J(x 1 j, x) 5 1 1 = ? j. (15)
1

1
r

j ? =[(= 3 B) 3 B].

By integrating Eq. (13) to obtain the variation of B/r in
the Lagrangian frame, and noting that v 5 dj/dt represents After substituting for Dr from Eq. (6), rearranging the

terms, and using the MHD equilibrium equation andthe Lagrangian velocity between the perturbed and unper-
turbed flow, we obtain the continuity equation = ? (rv) 5 0, we can reduce the
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perturbation equation for scalar pressure equilibrium problem is computationally tractable if a bilinear form is
derived. For this, Eq. (30) is multiplied by j* and inte-to
grated by parts, to make the force operator F(j) manifestly
self-adjoint. The resulting bilinear form reduces to therjtt 1 2rv ? =jt 5 2=dp 1 [(= 3 dB) 3 B 1 (= 3 B) 3 dB]
standard energy principle in the limit of vanishing veloci-1 = ? [j(rv ? =v) 2 rv(v ? =j)], (22)
ties. The self-adjoint form in scalar pressure equilibria ap-
pears to differ from that published for the case of a rotatingwhere v and B are, respectively, the equilibrium velocity
plasma with anisotropic pressure [32]. However, one can-profile and the magnetic field profile.
not directly compare the two different forms, since theThe first term on the right-hand side in Eq. (22) is rewrit-
CGL equation of state assumed in [32] does not reduce toten as follows. We assume an adiabatic equation state ap-
the adiabatic equation of state used here in the limitingplies. Then, the density and pressure perturbations can be
case of isotropic pressure and creates the irreconcilablerelated as
differences. Also, another bilinear form of Eq. (22) has
been given in the context of ballooning stability analysisDp

p
5 c

Dr

r
, (23) [33].

To write the results in a form closely resembling the
quadratic form of Bernstein et al. [1], which still readilygiving
reduces to a PEST code formulation, we employ familiar
partial integration procedures to obtain a new quadraticDp 5 2cp = ? j, (24)
form. The details of the derivation are given in Ref. [34].

dp 5 2cp = ? j 2 j ? =p. (25) The resulting quadratic form for the normal modes and
with finite toroidal rotation is

In the following sections c is set to Gd, representing an
adiabatic equation of state for the plasma. The perturba-
tions in the Eulerian coordinates are related to the compo- g2 E d 3x 3 rj* ? j 1 2ig E d 3x 3 j* ? (rv ? =j)
nents of j through

5 E d 3x 3 Hcpu= ? ju2 1 UQ 1
j ? =c

u=cu2
J 3 =cU2

B1 5 dB 5 Q 5 DB 2 j ? =B

5 B(x 1 j) 2 B(x) 2 j ? =B (26)
2 2 =c ? k

uj ? =cu2

u=cu2
=c ? =p

u=cu2
1 S

B ? J
B2 uj ? =cu2

5 = 3 (j 3 B), (27)

r1 5 dr 5 2= ? (rj), (28)
2

uj ? =cu2

u=cu2 SJ ? B
B D2

2 2 =c ? k
uj ? =cu2

u=cu2
=c ? (rv ? =v)

u=cu2v1 5 dv 5 jt 1 v ? =j 2 j ? =v. (29)

2 j ? (rv ? =v) = ? j* 2 j* ? (rv ? =v) = ? j 2 ruv ? =j u2
These perturbations are useful when the calculations are
compared to the experimental data in the lab coordinate

1 j* ? (j ? =) =p 2 j* ? =c j ? = S=c ? J 3 B
u=cu2 Dsystem.

For the normal modes with time dependence as
exp(2igt), Eq. (22) can be written as

2 j ? =c j* ? = S=c ? J 3 B
u=cu2 D

2rg2j 2 2igrv ? =j 5 F(j) 5 2=dp 1 [(= 3 Q) 3 B
(30) 2 j* ? (j ? =) =c

=c ? J 3 B
u=cu21 (= 3 B) 3 Q] 1 = ? [j(rv ? =v) 2 rv(v ? =j)].

The computational solution of Eq. (30) forms the core
1

uj ? =cu2

u=cu2
=c ? = S=c ? J 3 B

u=cu2 DJ. (31)of this paper. A number of the formal properties of the
operators in Eq. (30) can be summarized as follows: (a)
irv ? = is a Hermitian operator; (b) F(j) 5 2=dp 1 [(= 3
Q) 3 B 1 (= 3 B) 3 Q] 1 = ? [j(rv ? =v) 2 rv(v ? =j)] is The computational forms of various terms in Eq. (31) are

outlined in Appendix A. Here, the term S is the local sheara self-adjoint operator for scalar pressure one-fluid station-
ary MHD equilibrium; (c) if g 5 a is an eigenvalue, g 5 and is defined in Appendix A. All the terms on the right-

hand side of Eq. (31) are manifestly self-adjoint. Equation2a, g 5 a*, g 5 2a* are also eigenvalues.
Equation (30) is not self-adjoint. Thus a direct establish- (31) reduces to the self-adjoint form of the potential energy

popularly used in the PEST [35], ERATO [30–31], andment of an energy principle is not possible. However, the
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KERNER [36] codes in the limit of vanishing equilib-
rium velocity.

Only internal kinks are studied here. Since the normal
component of j vanishes on the plasma surface, the
boundary terms arising from the integration by parts
vanish.

NUMERICAL ANALYSIS OF LINEAR
INSTABILITY PROBLEM

The problem posed by Eq. (31) can only be solved nu-
merically, because of the complexity of the equations and
because of the desire to obtain results for practical tokamak
configurations. The nature of the numerical analysis em-

FIG. 1. Mixed-finite element representation used for the discretiza-ployed, the methodology adopted, several benchmark tion of radial components of the eigenfunctions.
comparisons carried out, and some new results obtained
are given in this section.

When the differential equations are simpler, resembling
the equations of continuum mechanics and simple partial numerical ‘‘pollution.’’ The mixed finite element approxi-
differential equations, several standard techniques can mation used here is yet to be rigorously proven to be
be used for eigensystem and evolution problems [37–39]. pollution free, but our computational experiments show
However, the MHD equations pose a unique set of that it yields an unstable eigenvalue spectrum similar to a
problems. Several earlier studies into the nature of the pollution-free static MHD spectrum, even for large toroi-
problem have resulted in robust codes [30, 35, 36, 40]. dal rotation velocities. However, both the stable and unsta-
The eigenvalue problem in the ideal MHD approximation ble sides of the eigenvalue spectrum have yet to be com-
is summarized in Ref. [31]. Therein only the static MHD puted with finite rotation to study the convergence
problem is considered, but here we employ some of the properties of the discretization in detail.
ideas for the rotating MHD stability problem. In the The finite element roof (1D triangular element) and tent
following the tensor product expansion of displacement (1D step element) functions are used in the radial direction.
j is the starting point, leading to a discretization of These are the lowest-order finite elements that can be
the problem. employed in our problem. A new flux function ‘‘s’’ and

The perturbed components are expanded following a new scalar perturbation components X̂, V̂, and Ẑ are intro-
standard practice adopted in the ERATO code [30–31]. duced as
The perturbation vector j is written as

s 5 Ïc/c0, (34)
j 5 XR2 =u 3 =f 1 VR2 =u 3 =f 1 ZR2B. (32)

X̂ 5 X, (35a)

V̂ 5 2sc0V, (35b)Here X, V, and Z are, respectively, the scalar amplitudes
of j along the contravariant directions =u 3 =f and Ẑ 5 2sc0Z. (35c)
=u 3 =f and the mixed-tensor direction B. Then, with
B 5 =f 3 =c 1 J =f, the magnetic field perturbation

The radial functions of X̂ and Ẑ are discretized by the roofvector Q can be written as
functions, and the radial function of V̂ is discretized by the
tent function. The finite element shape functions are shown

Q ; = 3 (j 3 B) 5 =c 3 =u [2(VJ )u 2 (XJ )f]
in Fig. 1 These functions are defined in a generic interval

1 =u 3 =f [(XJ )f 1 (XR2/J )u] (33) in s over the nodes [k 2 1, k, k 1 1] as
1 =f 3 =c [(VJ )f 2 (XR2/J )c].

Froof 5 HFkuFk 5
s 2 sk11

sk 2 sk11
;s [ [sk , sk11];In our study, the perturbations X, V, and Z are expressed

using Fourier modes in the theta direction and mixed finite
elements in the radial direction. The kink mode eigenfunc-

Fk 5
s 2 sk21

sk 2 sk21
;s [ [sk21 , sk]; Fk 5 0 elsewhereJ;tions are usually computed using finite elements in the

radial direction. The mixed finite element formulation is
used in order to compute eigenvalues correctly, avoiding Ftent 5 hFkuFk 5 1 ;s [ [sk , sk11]; Fk 5 0 elsewherej.
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For instability analysis, the equilibrium results are unstable kink mode are determined by a two-step iterative
process. First, the roots are approximately located in themapped onto a nonuniform mesh in the radial direction.

The nonuniform mesh is necessary to increase the number complex plane by investigating the sign of the determinant
in Eq. (39) for various values of g. For a given value ofof nodes where the eigenfunctions have steep changes,

especially near the critical surfaces. Thus, the perturbations g, the determinant is calculated by utilizing the IMSL
library routines LFCCB and LFDCB. The routine LFCCBX̂, V̂, Ẑ are expressed in the familiar tensor product form

as performs a LU decomposition with pivoting, and the rou-
tine LFDCB calculates the determinant as the product of
the diagonal elements in the upper triangular component.

j 5 OK
1

OM/2

2M/2
ĵkmnFk(s) exp[i(mu 2 nf 2 gt], (36) Then an inverse iteration procedure is used to refine the

root once an approximate root ga is determined. To start
the inverse iteration procedure, an approximate eigenvec-where Fk(s) is the kth finite element in variable s [ [0, 1],
tor is specified, first using smooth perturbation profiles,there are K radial nodes, ĵkmn are the amplitudes of the
and then superimposing a random vector. In the inversecorresponding modes, and M 1 1 is the total number of
iteration process, the vector–band–matrix multiplicationspoloidal modes for each perturbed variable, where M is
are done using the IMSL routine CGBMV, LU factoriza-an even number. In particular, ĵkmn stands for the kth finite
tion is carried out with the IMSL routine LFCCB, andelement amplitude of a mode with poloidal model number
linear systems are solved using the IMSL routine LFSCB.m and toroidal mode number n. The regularity conditions
For a specified approximate root ga , the root refinementat the magnetic axis are X̂ 5 V̂ 5 Ẑ 5 0, and the boundary
problem is formulated as an eigenvalue problem with rootcondition at the outer flux surface is X̂ 5 0. There are
shifting. The root and eigenvector refinement employs in-(3K 2 4)(M 1 1) mode amplitudes. Thus (3K 2 4)(M 1
verse iteration, and it can be explained as follows.1) equations are required to completely specify the prob-

Let the approximate root ga remain the same throughoutlem. The quadratic form is discretized by completing the
and let gc be the correction, so that the desired root is

u and radial integrations. The resulting computational
g 5 ga 1 gc . Let the eigenvector at stage k for k $ 0form is
in inverse iteration be Xk . Xk is normalized to unit ampli-
tude. Then the eigenvector at stage k 1 1 and the root

kĵ*k mnu 2 g2A 2 2igC 1 Buĵlm9nl 5 0. (37) correction gc obey the equation

Typically, we restrict the study to the case of the n 5 1
(B 2 g2

sA 2 i(ga 1 gc)C)Xk11 5 gc(gc 1 2ga)AXkmode. The variation of this bilinear form with respect to
5 lk112gaAX k , (40a)ĵ*k mn yields a set of simultaneous equations for the ĵkmn .

The boundary conditions are imposed on this set of equa- (B 2 g2
sA 2 i(ga 1 gc)C)Yk11 5 2gaAXk , (40b)

tions. The vector X, consisting of amplitudes of ĵkmn , is
obtained after varying (37) with respect to j* as

where

2g2AX 2 igCX 1 BX 5 0, (38)
Yk11 5 Xk11/lk11 . (40c)

where X represents the complex vector consisting of all
Equations (40a)–(40c) constitute the inverse iterationthe discrete amplitudes ĵkmn for all k, m and one fixed n.

procedure [39, 41] for the complex eigenvalue g 5 ga 1This set of equations is analogous to the Raleigh problem
gc . Since the correction gc and, hence, the eigenvalue lk11for the frequency g and the eigenvector X. The eigen-
in Eq. (40a) are small, the inverse iteration process can befrequencies are the roots of
shown to converge rapidly to the eigenvector and yield
the correction factor lk11 as well. The inverse iteration candet u2g2A 2 igC 1 Bu 5 0. (39)
be thought of as a series of linear system solutions around
the new and small eigenvalue of lk11 . Further details ofThe matrices A, B, and C are calculated and stored in
this process are as follows. For a given unit vector Xk ,row-shifted band matrix form. The matrices A and B are
vector Yk11 is solved for, and lk11 is obtained as follows.Hermitian, and C is anti-Hermitian. The calculations are
The absolute value of lk11 is given bydone using MKSA units. To minimize numerical corrup-

tion, the multiplier Ïre0 is factored out, so the modified
ilk11i 5 1/iYk11i, (41)eigenfrequency is given by gÏre0. The radial integrals are

obtained by a two-point Gaussian integration.
The eigenfrequency and the eigenvector of the most and the complex phase factor in lk11 is obtained as
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lk11/ilk11i 5 Xk/[ilk11iYk11], (42)

where the division is done term by term in Eq. (42) and
averaged; i.e.,

(lk11/ilk11i),i 5 Xk,i/[ilk11iYk11,i]. (43)

The subscript i in Eq. (43) represents the ith value of the
new phase factor obtained from the ith amplitudes of Xk

and Yk11 . These phase factors are summed and averaged
to obtain lk11 as

lk11 5 ilk11i 3 (average phase factor). (44)

This value of lk11 is used to solve the quadratic equation

FIG. 2. Dependence of the square of growth rate on the product kq
gc(gc/2ga 1 1) 5 lk11 , (45) for two unstable m 5 1 internal kink modes in a homogeneous cylinder.

and gc is obtained as a small correction to ga . The correc-
achieved using 15–21 poloidal modes and 33 radial nodestion value gc is substituted in Eq. (40a) at regular intervals,
with unequal spacing. The determinant evaluation takesbut not in every iteration k 1 1, so that only the converged
about 5 s on a Cray-YMP/C90 processor for a set of 10gc is substituted on the left-hand side. This substitution
values, and the inverse iteration procedure takes aboutprocedure further guarantees convergence.
15 s. The code is written in Fortran and is automaticallyFor increasing values of toroidal rotation velocities, the
vectorized. The library routines are optimized. We obtainvalues of ga and gc are found by continuation, increasing
an aggregate performance of about 340 Mflops using singleV in small steps. The roots are accepted only when the
tasking in a Cray-YMP/C90, which is about 34% of theresults from the inverse iteration procedure and a direct
theoretical speed of a single Cray-YMP/C90 processor.solution for g using the eigenvector given by the inverse

iteration procedure agree. This direct solution for g can
RESULTS OF THE INSTABILITY CALCULATIONSbe obtained by considering the bilinear form as a quadratic

equation for g: thus the direct solution of g is given as
The computational procedures of the new code are

benchmarked using published results of the internal kinkg 5 [iX †CX 6 Ï2(X †CX)2 1 4X†AX(X †BX)/[2X †AX ],
(46)

where X is the eigenvector obtained from the inverse itera-
tion procedure, and X † is its conjugate transpose. This
direct solution of g should be equal to the sum of the
approximate root ga and a correction gc , as calculated
earlier.

By visually locating the root by scanning for the zeros
of the determinant Eq. (39), then improving the root by
inverse iteration, and subsequently using the root valida-
tion procedure given above, we can finalize the root of the
unstable mode and obtain the eigenvector as well. For the
root location process, we do not have to employ classical
complex root finding procedures such as Muller’s deflation.
The classical procedures would prove to be unreliable and
erroneous, since the complex-valued determinant near the
root has a highly irregular behavior.

The code is benchmarked and utilized in further analysis,
and the results are discussed in the following section. Rea- FIG. 3. Convergence of the square of the growth rate, G 2, with respect

to radial nodes for the general cylindrical internal kink.sonable convergence of the eigenfrequencies can be
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FIG. 4. a. Eigenfunction jr and kq profile for the general cylindrical kink. b. Eigenfunction ju for the general cylindrical kink. c. Eigenfunction
jz for the general cylindrical kink.

mode eigenfrequency for two cylindrical instability prob- F 5 k ? B 5 (m/r)Bu 1 kBz vanishes, the internal kink
instability arises. In this problem, around integer kqlems and, also, by using n 5 2 kink mode results for a

Solovev equilibrium. For the two cylindrical problems, the values, there are multiple internal modes for a given k.
static ideal MHD energy principle in cylindrical geometry
is used to test the code integrity.

TABLE IFirst, the results for the first two most unstable internal
Scaled Growth Rate Squared for Solovev Equilibriummodes of a homogeneous thin cylinder problem [31, 42]

are shown in Fig. 2. This configuration is cylindrical
V2

with
q(0) q(1) PINK PEST ERATO Kerner
0.3 0.522 0.4018 0.427 0.431 0.413
0.7 1.219 0.118 0.119 0.120 0.118B(r) 5 (0, Bu , 1), (47a)

Note. The eigenvalue g2 is given in terms of the poloidal Alfven time:j(r) 5 (0, 0, jz), (47b)
V2 5 g2[rq(1)2R2/B2

0] for n 5 2 internal kink mode. The Solovev equilib-
rium with constant F(5RBf) is characterized by three parameters: ellip-
ticity at axis E; q at axis q(0); inverse aspect ratio parameter «: [2c0q(0)/
ER2B0]1/2. For the table, R 5 B0 5 1; r 5 1, « 5 Ad; E 5 2.and jz(r) and r(r) are constant; r(r) is set to unity. When
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIG. 5. a. Eigenmodes X̂ for a representative Solovev equilibrium. b. Eigenmodes V̂ for a representative Solovev equilibrium. c. Eigenmodes
Ẑ for a representative Solovev equilibrium.

Here q is the safety factor. The basic equilibrium is gov-
q 5

rBz

Bu

5
2
jz

(49c)erned by

and the flux isdp
dr

1
Bu

r
d(rBu)

dr
1 Bz

dBz

dr
5 0, (48)

c(r) 5 2Af jzr 2. (49d)

and the profiles are
The instability growth rate is normalized with respect to
the Alfven frequency given by g 2

A 5 k2. The results of the
Bu 5 As jzr, (49a) m 5 1 mode produced in Fig. 2 are in excellent agreement

with earlier published calculations [31].p 5 Af j 2
z(1 2 r2), (49b)

Next, the results are obtained for an internal kink mode
in a more general cylindrical equilibrium [31]. The equilib-
rium is described bythe safety factor is
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TABLE II

Parameters of Rotating ITER-like and TFTR-like Equilibria

Parameter ITER-like TFTR-like

R0 7.0 m 2.4 m
Minor radius, a 2.0 m 0.7 m
Raxis 7.415 m 2.539 m
Ellipticity, k 1.0 1.0
B0 7 T 5 T
Vtor 0–100,000 rad/s 0–100,000 rad/s
kbl 0.0255 0.019
Ip 10 MA 2.3 MA
q(0), q(1) 0.857, 2.457 0.945, 2.659

Note. These equilibria were calculated with p2/p1 5 20.2, t1/p1 5 220.0,
t2/p1 5 4.0, and r(0)/p1 5 3.0 3 10213. For the meaning of the parameters,
see Appendix B.

FIG. 7. Convergence of growth rates for two different FEM discreti-
zations.

B(r) 5 S0,
c1r

1 1 c2
2r2 , 1D, (50)

below the maximum growth rate to the asymptotic valueand the pressure, q, and the flux profiles are given as
of G 2 5 5.9 3 1025. The growth rate convergence is
achieved only for a large number of radial nodes, even
with an uneven mesh; the convergence rate is shown inp(r) 5

c2
1

2c2
2
F 1

(1 1 c2
2r2)2 2

1
(1 1 c2

2r2)2G, (51a)
Fig. 3. The convergence of the inverse iteration process
around the approximate growth rate is quite rapid. The

kq(r) 5
krBz

Bu

5
1 1 c2

2r2

c1
k, (51b) eigenfunctions are shown in Figs. 4a–c; their shapes

are in very good agreement with the published results
[31].

c(r) 5
c1

2c2
2

ln (1 1 c2
2r2). (51c)

It is customary to benchmark plasma instability codes
using the Solovev equilibrium [43]. Here, a comparison
against the internal kink mode results for the Solovev equi-This problem provides an interesting benchmark case. The
librium is given. The scaled values of c2 are indicated forn 5 1 internal kink mode frequency converges slowly from

FIG. 6. Mode frequency and growth rate (gr , c) versus poloidal FIG. 8. Eigenmodes X̂ for a rotating circular equilibrium
[Vtor,axis 5 4000].modes for a differentially rotating equilibrium [Vtor,axis 5 4000].
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mode. As a result, the mode frequencies of the rotating
unstable kinks can be experimentally extracted from the
signals of the field perturbations registered by Rogowski
coils.

In the computational results presented here, we con-
sider fixed boundary axisymmetric equilibria similar to
the international thermonuclear experimental reactor
(ITER)-like and the tokamak fusion test reactor (TFTR).
Some of the assumed parameters of the equilibria are
summarized in Table II. Both these equilibria are as-
sumed to have circular cross sections. The equilibria are
computed using a simple toroidal flow equilibrium model
and are solved by a multigrid method. Some details of the
equilibrium flux calculations are furnished in Appendix B.
The toroidal rotational velocities and the specified
density and pressure profiles constitute only a subsonic
system. The plasma density is specified at the center toFIG. 9. Mode frequency and growth rate (gr , c) versus toroidal
be about 2 3 10213 kg/m3 and the center pressure isrotation for a rigidly rotating equilibrium. The real part of g is almost
about 106 N/m2. One can verify that Mach numberidentical to the angular velocity Vtor!
M 5 v/Cs ! 1 for these parameters in the core region
of the plasma, where the sound speed Cs is given by
Ïcp/r.two different q(0) values given in Table I, where q(0) is

the safety factor at the magnetic axis. For the two cases The results for the complex mode frequencies of the
most unstable internal kink modes show that the real partwhere we could make a direct numerical comparison, the

results compare well with the published data. The mode of the mode frequency scales linearly with plasma rotation
and that the growth rate varies nonlinearly with rotation.shapes obtained from the inverse iteration procedure for

the three different radial eigenfunctions X̂, V̂, Ẑ are given The growth rate convergence with respect to total poloidal
modes is illustrated in Fig. 6. The nonuniformly spacedin Figs. 5a–c. These figures show the finite element approxi-

mations of the eigenfunctions. It should be noted that the radial discretization used in the static MHD analysis is
also retained for obtaining the growth rates of the flowm 5 1 component is dominant. The square of the growth

rate and the shape of the radial eigenfunctions for cylindri- equilibria. A comparison of the calculated eigenfrequen-
cies for two different radial discretizations is illustrated incal, as well as for toroidal, geometry agree with the previous

results. The agreement with prior results presented so far Fig. 7. This comparison shows that the problem under
consideration here has convergent mode frequencies andindicates that radial discretization with 33 nonuniformly

spaced nodes yields acceptable convergence of the mode shapes with the chosen FEM discretization. We have
prescribed a roof function for X̂, a tent function for V̂, andgrowth rates.

The central objective of this paper is to estimate the either a roof or a tent function for Ẑ for the results in Fig.
7. We obtain essentially convergent results for these twogrowth rates of the most unstable kink mode in a rotating

plasma. We have limited our analysis to the toroidal rota- different FEM representations of Ẑ. Other combinations
do not give the same results, even for Solovev or statiction only. Once a more general quadratic form of the

force operator is derived, including equilibrium poloidal equilibria; hence we do not consider their results as rel-
evant.flows, the stability of elliptic flow equilibria can be

analyzed. The radial eigenfunction is illustrated in Fig. 8. The real
part and the imaginary part of the eigenfrequency areIt should be noted that the standard workhorse tokamak

MHD codes do not have a provision for including plasma plotted with respect to the rigid toroidal rotation in Fig.
9. The real part of the mode frequency is the same as therotation effects, since they generally solve the self-adjoint

MHD energy principle of Bernstein et al. [1] However, as toroidal rotation frequency. This is to be expected for rigid
body rotation. The growth rate of the unstable mode in-emphasized in the introduction, plasma rotation plays a

key role in characterizing the mode shapes and eigen- creases rapidly at higher toroidal rotation. The eigenfunc-
tions show sharp variation around the critical surface, andfrequencies, and the presence of rotational instabilities can

be experimentally observed. For example, the ḃu signals one such result is shown using a projection of the perturbed
vector in f 5 0 plane in Fig. 10.from the Rogowski coils frequently exhibit a ‘‘fishbone’’-

like oscillation [44], and this instability is frequently present In practical tokamak plasmas, the edge velocities tend
to be much smaller than the central velocities. Thus thealong with a low-mode-number rotating internal kink
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FIG. 10. Projection of perturbation vector on f 5 0 for a rotating equilibrium.

case of differential rotation is of significant interest. In and the mode is clearly unstable. The perturbations resem-
ble an internal kink.many situations, the incipient values of the mode rotation

frequencies can be identified and related to the plasma Similar results are shown in Figs. 13, 14 for a TFTR-like
equilibrium. In Fig. 13, the kink is already unstable, sincedifferential rotation. A case with differential rotation,

given by V0[1 2 (c/c0)2], has been examined. It exhibits q0 , 1, and rotation further destabilizes the mode. In Fig.
14, a stable kink with q0 . 1 is destabilized at high rotationreal part and growth rate similar to the case of rigid body

rotation, and it is illustrated in Fig. 11. The magnitudes of velocities represented by larger V values. The kinetic en-
ergy of the plasma is very small for the configurationsthese values are less for this case, compared to rigid body

rotation with the same peak velocity. illustrated here, yet the plasma modes can be destabilized
at rotation velocities that are still in the low end of theFrom the rapidly increasing growth rate at large toroidal

rotation frequencies, we can surmise that a mode can be- subsonic regime. The kink modes shown in Figs. 11–14
are drived increasingly unstable at higher toroidal plasmacome unstable, even when the axis safety factor is above

unity. For an axis safety factor well above unity, instability rotation rates due to increasing centrifugal forces. Thus
we have labeled these modes as ‘‘centrifugally destabilizedwould be observed at high plasma rotation, since the rota-

tional energy arising from the Hermitian part, namely, internal kinks.’’
Since the representative plasma angular rotation rates,e d 3xj* ? F(j), can drive the stable modes unstable at high

rotational frequencies, by making e d 3xj* ? F(j) . 0. An used in this paper to illustrate the centrifugal instability,
are often observed in contemporary tokamak discharges,illustration of this case is given in Fig. 12. The mode is

stable against plasma rotation up to about 29000 rad/s. For it is likely that this rotational kink mode can be identified
and characterized appropriately. The oscillations wouldhigher rotational velocities, the growth rate is nonzero,
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FIG. 11. Mode frequency and growth rate (gr , c) versus toroidal FIG. 13. Mode frequency and growth rate (gr , c) of an unstable
n 5 1 kink in a TFTR-like equilibrium (Table II) equilibrium for q0 5rotation of a differentially rotating ITER-like equilibrium; real part gr

varies linearly with the center angular velocity Vtor . 0.945.

varying some significant plasma parameters, such as theresemble the slow mode accompanying the ‘‘fishbone’’-
plasma major radius, axial magnetic field, plasma ellip-like oscillations. However, the rotating internal kinks can
ticity, and q0 . Such results are given elsewhere [34]. Thealso become resonant at trapped particle magnetic preces-
main observations are that the mode growth rate increasession frequencies in beam-injected plasmas and resemble a
with the plasma aspect ratio and decreases with ellipticity.‘‘fishbone’’ mode, thus complicating the interpretation of
The real part of the mode frequency scales linearly withthe mode characteristics. In this situation, additional non-
toroidal rotation for all plasma size and shape parameters.adiabatic hot ion contributions could be added to solve

for the improved mode frequencies [44]. But the basic
CONCLUSIONSdestabilization of the mode with plasma rotation is likely

to be generally observable, especially as a slow continuous
It has been demonstrated that the mode frequencies

mode reported in Ref. [44].
of the unstable linear internal kink modes with toroidal

The rotational modes can be further characterized by

FIG. 14. Mode frequency and growth rate (gr , c) of an unstable
n 5 1 kink in a TFTR-like equilibrium (Table II) equilibrium for q0 5FIG. 12. Frequency versus rotation of a destabilized n 5 1 kink for

an ITER-like (Table II) equilibrium. 1.05.
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rotation in the low-end subsonic regime can be character- be routinely utilized in these codes to study the effect
of plasma rotation. Plasma stability boundaries should beized by numerically solving the Frieman–Rotenberg equa-

tion. Plasma rotation strongly increases the growth rate of revised to accommodate high plasma rotation velocities
observed in tokamaks.the unstable n 5 1 internal kink when the axis safety factor

is below unity. This internal kink can also be destabilized In this paper, the influence of strong poloidal flows ob-
served in tokamak discharges has not been modelled.at high rotational velocities when the axis safety factor is

above unity. The real part linearly scales with the The poloidal flows are thought to be responsible for
various stabilization mechanisms that result in L to Hplasma rotation.

These characteristics define centrifugally destabilized in- transition in confinement regimes. A consistent stability
analysis including strong toroidal and poloidal flow pro-ternal kinks, which have been observed in contemporary

tokamaks as well as in astrophysical objects. Also, the files in tokamaks could be undertaken, using generalized
variational procedures starting from the Frieman–plasma internal modes, such as ‘‘fishbone’’ and toroidal

Alfven eigen (TAE) modes, can be better characterized Rotenberg equation. However, this could be very compli-
cated and various nonlinear numerical studies pertainingby including toroidal rotation in linear instability analysis,

since they contain strong destabilization factors arising to tokamak poloidal flows already exist. Linear stability
analysis would be useful in design optimization proce-from plasma rotation.

The manifestly self-adjoint form of the force operator dures, since nonlinear studies require much longer compu-
tational times.in the Frieman–Rotenberg equations has been shown here

for the case of finite toroidal rotation, and it is cast in the
form closely resembling the force operator in static MHD APPENDIX A: COMPUTATIONAL FORM OF EQ. (31)
analysis, familiar to computational researchers in plasma
physics. This form could thus be used in the workhorse First the terms in Eq. (31) are tagged, and the equation

is written out asMHD codes, and the methods demonstrated here could

g2 E d 3xrj* ? j 1 2ig E d 3x 3 j* ? (rv ? =j)

u1 u u2 u

5 Ed 3x Hcpu= ? ju2

u3 u

1 UQ 1
j ? =c

u=cu2

u4 u

J 3 =cU2

2 2 =c ? k
uj ? =cu2

u=cu2

u5 u
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u=cu2

1 S
B ? J
B2

u6 u

uj ? =cu2 2
uj ? =cu2

u=cu2
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In Eq. (A1), k is the curvature b.=b, and the local shear
1

R
J u=cu

D*cGX 2
u=cuR

J
Xc 2

=c ? =u R
u=cu J

XuS is given by

2
=c ? =u J

u=cuR
Xf 1

u=cuJ
R

Vf 5
1

2sc0
S 5

B 3 =c

u=cu2
? = 3 SB 3 =c

u=cu2 D.

3HF2
u=cu

R S2RRs

J
2

R2

J 2 J sD2 2sc0
=c ? =u

Ru=cuThe individual components are calculated as follows. First,
a new flux surface variable ‘‘s’’ is introduced as

3S2RRu

J
2

R2

J 2 J uD1 2sc0
R

J u=cu
D*cG X̂ 2

u=cuR
J

X̂ss 5 Ïc/c0. (A2)

Then the radial c derivative becomes 2 2sc0
=c ? =u R

u=cu J
X̂u 2 2sc0

=c ? =u J
u=cuR

X̂f 1
u=cuJ

R
V̂fJ.
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c
5

1
2sc0



s
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Also = ? j can be written as
All the scalar components X, V, and Z of j are written in
terms of new variables X̂, V̂, and Ẑ: = ? j 5 J 21[R2Xc 1 2RRcX] 1 J 21[R2Vu 1 2RRuV]

1 J 21[R2Zu 1 2RRuZ] 1 JZf
(A11)X̂ 5 X, (A4)

V̂ 5 2sc0 , (A5) 5
J 21

2sc0
[R2X̂s 1 2RRsX̂] 1

J 21

2sc0
[R2V̂u 1 2RRuV̂]

Ẑ 5 2sc0Z. (A6)
1

J 21

2sc0
[R2Ẑu 1 2RRuẐ] 1

J
2sc0

Ẑf .
With this introduction of new variables, the individual
terms in the bilinear form in Eq. (A1) are written in the

To calculate the kinetic energy term, j is projected asscalar form. In the following the inverse of the Jacobian
is J 21 5 =f 3 =c ? =u. The expressions for the individual
terms are derived using the projection approach employed

j 5 B1
=c

u=cu
1 B2

=f

u=fu
1 B3

=f 3 =c

u=fu u=cu
, (A12)in the ERATO code.

The dB is calculated as
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The kinetic energy term 1 is written finally as
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Terms involving v ? =j are calculated after orthogonally
3 FVRJ
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The term tagged 4 containing the field perturbation term
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The term tagged 12 is written as
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Ed 3x[2ruv ? =ju2] 1 r2J 21pcuẐ]

1 [2sc0R2J 21pcuX̂ 1 R2J 21puuV̂ 1 R2J 21puuẐ)
5Eds du 2sc0 J H2r

V2R4

4s2c2
0u=cu2J 2 UcR JJ

R
Ẑ 2 2sc0X̂fU2

3
=c ? =u

u=cu2
1 pu[2sc0R2J 21(=c ? =u/u=cu2)cX̂

2 r
V2R2

4s2c2
0
u22sc0uzX̂ 1 czV̂ 1 czẐ 1 JẐfu2 (A28)

1 R2J 21(=c ? =u/u=cu2)uV̂ 1 R2J 21(=c ? =u/u=cu2)uẐ]

2 [2sc0R2J 21(rV2RcR/u=cu2)cX̂
2 r

V2R2u=cu2

4s2c2
0

U2 RJRu

J u=cu2
Ẑ 2

=c ? =u

u=cu2
2sc0X̂f

1 R2J 21(rV2RcR/u=cu2)uV̂

1 R2J 21(rV2RcR/u=cu2)uẐ]J. (A30)1 V̂f 1 ẐfU2J.
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The term tagged 14 is written as
2 pu

=c ? =u

u=cu4
(u=cu2cu=cu2 1 u=cu2u =c ? =u)

E d 3x F2j ? =c j* ? = S=c ? J 3 B
u=cu2 DG5 E ds du 2sc0 J 2 (rV2RcR/u=cu2)cu=cu2

2 (rV2RcR/u=cu2)u =c ? =uj.

3 H2
R2

2sc0 J
X̂ [2sc0R2J 21pccX̂* 1 R2J 21pcuV̂*

APPENDIX B: A TOROIDALLY ROTATING
EQUILIBRIUM MODEL

1 R2J 21pcuẐ*]

A simple equilibrium model has been developed to pro-1 [2sc0R2J 21pcuX̂* 1 R2J 21puuV̂* 1 R2J 21puuẐ*)
vide input to the instability analysis discussed in this paper.
For theories and computational schemes for plasma equi-3

=c ? =u

u=cu2
1 pu[2sc0R2J 21(=c ? =u/u=cu2)cX̂*

libria Refs. [45–49] and references cited in them should
be consulted. In the model used for instability analysis,1 R2J 21(=c ? =u/u=cu2)uV̂* (A31)
we assume constant toroidal differential rotation V and

1 R2J 21(=c ? =u/u=cu2)uẐ*] constant density r on each flux surface. Hence V 5 V(c)
and r 5 r(c). The plasma pressure p(R, Z) can be now2 [2sc0R2J 21(rV2RcR/u=cu2)cX̂*
given by means of another flux function P(c); i.e., p(R,

1 R2J 21(rV2RcR/u=cu2)uV̂* Z) 5 P(c) 1 AsrV2R2. The toroidal flux function RBf can
also be a function of the poloidal flux; i.e., RBf 5 F(c).

1 R2J 21(rV2RcR/u=cu2)uẐ*]J. These assumptions help us extend the static plasma equilib-
rium calculations easily into toroidally rotating regime
compared to more involved schemes in Refs. [48–49]. It

The term tagged 15 is written as should be noted that we do not explicitly assume isother-
mal or isentropic flux surfaces. The model chosen here is
based on computational simplicity as illustrated in the fol-E d 3x H2j* ? (j ? =) =c

=c ? J 3 B
u=cu2 J5 E ds du 2sc0 J lowing.

The P(c) and F 2(c) are parametrized polynomially as

3 H2
1

4s2c 2
0

h(2sc0R2J 21cRcX̂ 1 R2J 21cRuV̂
P(c) 5 On

1
pi(c/c0)i11, (B1)

1 R2J 21cRuẐ)

F 2(c) 5 On
1

ti(c/c0)i11. (B2)3 (R2J 21RsX̂* 1 R2J 21RuV̂* 1 R2J 21RuẐ*)

1 (2sc0R2J 21czcX̂ 1 R2J 21czuV̂ 1 R2J 21czuẐ) (A32)
The equilibrium equation can be conveniently solved by3 (R2J 21ZsX̂* 1 R2J 21ZuV̂* 1 R2J 21ZuẐ*)
an iterative procedure, and, finally, all the variables can
be scaled to their actual values to provide a prescribed

1 J 2cRRẐẐ*j Hpc 1
=c ? =u

u=cu2
pu 2

rV2RcR

u=cu2 JJ. toroidal current. The flux equation for the normalized flux
variable J is given by

The term tagged 16 is written as

D*J 5 2
e0p1

c2
0
F 1

2R2

F 2

J
1

P

J
1

1
2

R2 

J
(rV2)G

(B3)E d 3x Huj ? =cu2

u=cu2
=c ? = S=c ? J 3 B

u=cu2 DJ
5 2 l F 1

2R2

F 2

J
1

P

J
1

1
2

R2 

J
(rV2)G,

5 E ds du 2sc0 J H R4

J 2u=cu2
X̂X̂*[pccu=cu2 1 pcu =c ? =u

wherein new functions F 5 F/p1 , P 5 P/p1 and r 5 r/p1 ,
and J 5 c/c0 are introduced. By specifying the plasma

1 (pucu=cu2 1 puu =c ? =u)
=c ? =u

u=cu2 boundary and the total toroidal current I, the equilibrium
can be solved. As the iterations progress, the value of l is
refined. Once the magnetic axis is located by solving the

1 pu

(=c ? =u)cu=cu2 1 (=c ? =u)u =c ? =u

u=cu2
(A33)

equation in the generalized polar coordinates while keep-
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